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Sounds like the opener of a really bad comedy routine – but stick with us. The punch line is worth it (emphasis 
on worth) and has major implications for your company’s investment philosophy.

In February’s “From the Editor” section, Fast Company’s Robert Safian shared his team’s “Adrien Brody” rule. 
Not a voracious Fast Company reader? No worries; we’re here to break down the Adrien Brody rule and tell 
you what it means for your company.

OWL BELIEVES TWO THINGS ABOUT SMALL BUSINESS MONEY: > It should be stable and secure.  > There should be more of it.

      START SWIMMING   
Letting go of the original vision or plan in favor of a different outcome – even if it’s stronger – is incredibly 
hard to do. But it’s also a skill that, as business owners leading in a super-dynamic environment, we would 
be wise to hone.

In order for the Adrien Brody Rule to work, you don’t just need to be willing to redirect and move on. 
First, you also need to be able to identify those money pits, bad investments and sunk costs. 

Adrien Brody was given the starring role 
in The Thin Red Line. By all accounts, he did a great job. But 
when the director got in the editing room, Brody’s role was 
slashed down dramatically – and by the time the dust cleared 
in the editing room, Brody was relegated to a mere bit part.

Adrien Brody  Ru� 
 

THE ADRIEN BRODY RULE STATES:

You can’t make 
decisions based on 
initial assumptions 
or the amount of 
resources extended, 
but solely on what 
best meets the needs 
of the situation.1

Had the studio already paid Brody? Yes. It didn’t matter.

Had everyone involved in the film invested loads of time, 
effort and resources filming Brody? Yes. It didn’t matter.

Did the drastic edits necessitate a major re-framing of 
the film’s original plan and direction? Yes. It didn’t matter.

In the end, the powers that be determined that the film told a 
better story without Brody’s role. And, as it turns out, they were 
probably right: The Thin Red Line went on to receive seven  
Academy  Award nominations.

Can’t you just hear the conversation in the editing room?
“You want to do what?!”
“But he’s in the starring role!” 
“We’ve already publicized Brody’s role in the movie!”
“Do you know how much money we paid to Brody?”
“What about all the other actors? Do you want to get a 

reputation for cutting out the star? After production? 
Are you nuts?!”

As if that’s not enough, the editors also cut all footage featuring 
other big name (and high priced) actors such as Billy Bob 
Thornton, Martin Sheen, Gary Oldman, Bill Pullman, Viggo 
Mortensen and Mickey Rourke.

So what gives? Why didn’t the filmmakers work with 
what they had? Weren’t they essentially wasting money?
In short, no. At least – not necessarily.
Fast Company’s Adrien Brody rule states that, “you can’t 
make decisions based on initial assumptions or the amount 
of resources extended, but solely on what best meets the 
needs of the situation.” 
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The Adrien Brody Rule is a good illustration of what accountants call a 
“sunk cost.” A sunk cost is already spent. No matter what you do, you 
can’t get it back (Adrien Brody is not forking his paycheck back over to 
you, even if you smile pretty).

Since a sunk cost is in the past, microeconomic theory generally dictates 
that you shouldn’t take it into account when you’re considering future 
investments.

In other words, treat a sunk cost like an ex: learn from it and move on. 
Don’t throw more time and resources at a situation/strategy that’s not 
working just because “you’ve invested so much already.” 

SUNK COSTS

Need help determining what’s already sunk, what needs to sink, or 
how to start swimming again? Sometimes it helps to have an 
objective third party weigh in – one who isn’t emotionally attached to 
Adrien Brody. Give us a ring, and we’ll throw you a life raft.

What do you get when you cross Academy Award-winning 
actor Adrien Brody with microeconomic theory?

Treat a sunk cost like 
an ex: learn from it 

and move on. 
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